SUMMER 2004 DATED MATERIAL!!! OPEN IMMEDIATELY!!!

FREE!
(SPEE
CH
)

on november 2nd, 2004...

All across this great nation...

you will have the chance for your voice to be heard.

your vote will help elect america’s next president...

and the leader of the free world...

that is... if you vote at all...

oh
Boy, here
we go...

It’s
going to be
a rant, I can
feel it.

Thanks
for the coffee,
Flo.

Sure,
Sweetie. Where
to now?

Oh
yeah?...
I’m going across the
street to vote.

...WHAT ARE YOU VOTING FOR?
you
mean “who”
am I voting
for?

No,
I mean, why
bother?
well,There
are some important issues:
The Economy, Taxes, civil rights,
The war on terror, The environment,
-- our national identity,
--I want my voice
really-to be heard.

AH, what can
you do?

yeah,
It’s all rigged
anyway--

everything has
gotten so partisan,
I’m sick of it.

but There are
some important differences
between the candidates.

Well,
Bush is a pretty
regular guy-- at
least we know
him.

do
we?
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THE
BUSH FAMILYhas a long history in the U.S. of generating wealth
in the intelligence, energy and national security industries. The bushes have often dealt
with america’s foes in their pursuit of money and power. George W.’s Grandad had assets
seized by the U.S. Government under the Trading with the Enemy Act during World War II.1

AFGHANISTAN
SAUDI ARABIA

THE BUSHes have been involved with the middle East
for decades and are considered "like family"
to the Saudi Royals. Bush Sr. has been in
business with the Bin LADEN FAMILY FOR 25 YEARS.2

Bush Sr. was a member
of the administration
that enlisted and trained
islamic extremist
Osama Bin Laden
TO FIGHT the Afghan War
against the Soviets.3

George W. Bush was born into
wealth and prestige in Connecticut.
At age 2 his family moved to Texas where G.W. bush was
transformed from a yankee aristocrat into a regular guy!
Despite “C” grades,4 Bush
was accepted into Yale on
the strength of family ties
to the Ivy League School.
though Welcomed into
the most secret
society, the elitist
"Skull and Bones
club", Bush still
came to resent the
liberal NorthEast
like an outsider.

... is there a pattern of PRIVILEGE AND DETACHMENT in financial and business dealings?
after being passed
over for his dream job
of commissioner of
major league baseball.
george w. ran for
Governor of texas.
with the support of
family and friends like
enron ceo kenneth lay,5
BUSH won.
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1. “Newly Unclassified US Documents: Bush Ancestor's Bank Seized by
Gov't” Associated Press, Oct. 17, 2003
2. "The Prince: How the Saudi Ambassador became Washington's indispensable operator"The New Yorker, Mar. 24, 2003

3. MSNBC, Aug. 24, 1998
4. “Grades of Bush '68 surface in magazine” Yale Daily News, Nov. 2, 1999
5. “Where’s the Outrage Over Enron Scandal?” New York Observer, Jan.
17, 2002

IRAN

Bush Sr. is implicated in “iraqgate”
the clandestine arming of Saddam
Hussein from 1984 up until
Hussein’s invasion of kuwait in 1990.6

IRAQ

Bush Sr. is alleged to have brokered the 1980
"October surprise" which delayed the release of
Americans held hostage in iran in order to humiliate
Jimmy Carter and assure Ronald Reagan’s election.7

...is there a pattern of MISCALCULATION in dealing with rogue foreign leaders?

From 1972 to 1973,
Bush failed to
report for duty and
While less privileged Americans
missed his physical.
fought and died in Vietnam, George W.
avoided military service by joining the In 1973 he resurfaced
to accept aN
Texas Air National Guard in 1968,
"honorable discharge"
leaping to the head of a 500 man
waiting list despite faring poorly on eight months early in
order to attend
the flight aptitude test.8
Harvard Business
school.9

In 1985, after a visit
with the Rev. Billy
Graham, Bush gave
up his hard drinking
lifestyle, and, at age
40, he became a

born-again
Christian.13

In 1977 Bush set up the oil
company “Arbusto” with money
from Salem Bin Laden,
Osama’s brother.10
it was the first in a series of
business failures for bush.
his last company, Spectrum 7,
was bought out by Harken
Energy in 1986.11 In 1990 Bush
sold two thirds of his Harken
stock on an insider tip. 8 days
later the stocks took a dive.
Bush made off with $848,560.12

"i know what i
believe and what i
believe is
right."15
"My Faith Frees
me to make decisions
that others might
not like."14

"i’ve
heard the call. i
believe God wants
me to run for
president.”16

...is there a pattern of SIMPLISTIC “FAITH-BASED” RESPONSES to complex realities?
6. ABC News Nightline, June 9, 1992
7. “The Election Story of the Decade”, New York Times, Apr. 15, 1991
8. “Patriot Games”, Newsweek,Feb.02, 2004
9. “Bush's Guard Service In Question” Washington Post, Feb. 10, 2004
10. “Osama brother, Bush shared biz ties“ London Daily Mail, Sept. 24, 2001
11. “The Malefactors of Great Wealth “, The Texas Observer, Feb.15, 2002

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

“Business news alters perceptions of Bush“ USA Today, July 9, 2002
from George W. Bush's book, "A CHARGE TO KEEP"(Morrow)
Ibid
Bush answering questions at the Forum in Rome, Italy, July 22, 2001
"How George W. Found God" George Magazine, Sept. 2000
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ELECTION

2000

From the beginning, the Bush election strategy was to portray the
Ivy League-schooled, millionaire, son-of a-president as a simple
Texan who might not get the facts right, but who had personal
integrity. Expectations were set so low he could only impress.

"It's
clearly a
budget. It's got
a lot of numbers
in it."18

"I
know how
hard it is for
you to put
food on your
family.”17

Hnnnnnn...
...love story.24

"They
misunderestimated
me.”19

"The
reason we
start a war is to
fight a war, win a
war, thereby
causing no more
war!"21

"It is clear our
nation is reliant upon big
foreign oil. More and more
of our imports come
from overseas."20

Americans were
divided in their
response to the
down-home oil
heir, and the
dead-heat election of 2000
would have to be
determined by
one state:

Hnnnnnn...
... internet.

Bush
Jeb u
r
o
n
r
e
v
Go lcomes yo to
we

“It’s
fun to disprove
Gore... Gore coming up
with another whopper is
greatly entertaining
to us.”22

BUSH
is “just so
obviously
comfortable
in his own
skin!”23

“LIBERAL
PRESS”

FLORIDA

Florida.
Republican State
officials were
ready to meet
the challenge by
DELIVERING THE
PRESIDENCY TO
THE CANDIDATE
OF THEIR CHOICE:

hey
little
bro!
I’ve
got a
favor to
ask.

Florida
Secretary of State
Katherine Harris
was Bush’s Florida
campaign co-chair.

Sure,
George, whatever
you need.

and then there was
the Governor...
Wow,
that’s how it
all began back
in 2000.

that’s right. and it
could happen again.
YeaH...

those
republicans really
know how to work
together.

gee...
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17. Nashua, New Hampshire, 27 Jan. 2000
18. Reuters, May 5, 2000
19. Bentonville, Ark., Nov. 6, 2000
20. Beaverton, Ore. 25 Sept. 2000
21. First presidential debate
22. “The Press vs. Al Gore” Rolling Stone, Dec. 1, 1999
23. “Tale of Two Campaigns: Sun Shines on Bush, While Storms Lash
Gore” Dallas Morning News, July 24 20000

24. Unlike Bush, Al Gore was not able to recover from mis-statements
which were kept alive on conservative talk radio and even in the
liberal press, which didn’t like Gore personally.
For a thorough discussion of these issues, read Paul Waldman’s
book, FRAUD, “The strategy Behind The Bush Lies and Why The
Media Didn’t Tell You.”

Prior to the election, using a civil war era state law, Governor jeb Bush “purged” the
voter roll, eliminating convicted felons-- and also 52,000 people with names similar
to felons. These voters were illegally turned away.25 In heavily democratic
regions, officials impeded the voting process with roadblocks and early closings.26
I’ll
need to
see some i.d.

We’re
closing
early -Governor’s
orders.

johnny jackson jr?
Sorry, YOU’VE BEEN PURGED. john jackson has been purged as well
aND j. f. jackson AND joe jackson... GUESS THERE WAS A FELON
NAMED junior jackson...

Confusing ballot designs
resulted in 20,000 democrats
casting votes for Pat
Buchanan, and 26,000 ballots
that contained two votes each
for all gore.

All 46,000 votes
were disqualified.

With the national election hinging on the Florida
electorate, the Bush team used judicial influence
to block a statewide recount, arguing for
recounts in Republican districts alone.

Seemingly spontaneous “citizen protests” of a
statewide recount turned out to be paid staff
members of Republican elected officials.

The election was eventually determined by one single Supreme court vote.
Losing the popular election by half a million votes, but gaining the presidency-Bush & Cheney took control of the White House. God works in mysterious ways.

Hmmm. So he
thinks God wanted
him to be president.
Does that mean he
doesn’t have to work
as hard?

25. In 2002 GEORGE W. Bush made the purging process a national law
with “HAVA”-- Help america vote act.“Vanishing Votes”, The Nation, May 17
2004

26. For more information on the 2000 election and the events represented
on this page, see the video documentary: UNPRECEDENTED: THE 2000
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION. It’s available on DVD & VHS from
amazon.com. Visit the filmmaker’s website at:www.unprecedented.org
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PRESIDENT George “dubya” Bush...
...took more Vacation days in his first year in office than any of his predecessors.
from his inauguration in january 2001, up until august 2003, bush had taken
250 days off. that’s 27% of his presidency.27
543 of 1460

335 of 2920

152 of 2920

79 of 1460

George Bush Sr. took 543 vacation days in his single term.
Ronald Reagan took 335 days during eight years in office.
Bill Clinton spent 152 days on holiday during two terms
Jimmy Carter took only 79 days in his four years,
closer to the average American's paid time off of 13 days per year.28

Bush has claimed he doesn’t read the newspapers. He gets his news from
Chief of staff Andrew Card and national security adviser Condoleezza Rice.
"I
rarely
read the
stories,"

“I
glance at the
headlines just
to kind of (get)
a flavor."

"The most
objective sources I
have are the people on
my staff who tell me
what’s happening in
the world."29

so, lord,
what should
we do
today?

However, Bush does claim to read the bible, and use it as a handbook for public policy:
IT’S “A universal handbook. It’s been around a long time. It’s a good go-by”30
bible meetings on tuesdays and thursdays at the white house31 offer
a good chance TO HOB NOB AND BE SEEN with the prez.32
With fewer press conferences than any other president,33
Dubya knew how to flatter the press with his
down-home style, giving everyone silly Nick-names--34

I’m gonna call you
“stretch”, and I’m gonna
call you “specs” and you I’m
not gonna call on you
ever again.

But a negative article ON the president could get a journalist
banished,35 making this, the tightest-lipped administration in history.36
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27."Bush Aces Physical, Begins a Month at Ranch ", Washington Post,
Aug. 3, 2003
28.http://ask.yahoo.com/ask/20031001.html
29. Oct. 2003 interview with Fox TV anchor Brit Hume
30. Quoted in “The Jesus Factor” Frontline, 2004
31. “White House Staffers Gather for Bible Study” USA TODAY, Oct.14,
2002

32. Attorney General John Ashcroft hosts his own Bible Study meetings
daily at 8:00 am. Washington Post, May 14, 2001
33. CNN, Apr.l 14, 2004
34. BBC News May 23, 2002
35."Press Corps Doyenne Gets No Notice", Washington Times, Mar. 7,
2003
36. “Bush has media walking a fine line” USA Today Mar. 9, 2003

“compassionate conservative” “humble nation” “uniter not a divider”
In the first eight months of his presidency, George W. Bush set into motion
an agenda far more radical Than the rhetoric of his campaign.
The administration’s
domestic initiatives
were aggressively
pro-big business
and secretive.
y was
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When the
Enron scandal
resulted in the loss of
thousands of jobs for
ordinary Americans,
Bush denied he even
knew Enron CEO and
old friend, Ken Lay.38

Well,
that whole
first year’s a
blur now. At least
Bush shoots from
the hip. He seems
like a regular
guy.

Abroad, America
was breaking and
backing out of
international
treaties
--Kyoto envir
onmental prot
ocol
--Internationa
l criminal Co
urt
--Anti Ballist
ic Missile Trea
ty
--trade agre
ements
--tariffs and
sanctions39

moderate republicans and
ed
progressives were alienat
,
by the administration’s tone
leading to the defection
of vermont senator
jim jeffords from the
40
republican party.

bush’s
pre
dividing sidency was
, not un
iting
the cou
ntry.

I used to
think so too,
but now I’m
not so
sure...

37. “Cheney: We Met With Enron Execs“ ABC News, Jan. 9, 2002
38. “Where’s the Outrage Over Enron Scandal“ New York Observer,
Jan17, 2002. Read copies of Bush’s extensive personal correspondence
with his “old friend, “Kenny Boy” Lay at:
http://www.thesmokinggun.com/archive/bushlay1.html

But
am I voting for
the man or an
Administration?

Maybe
that’s the
point. I’ve gotta
figure out who that
whole gang over
there in Washington
is, and what it is
they want.

39. “Critics decry Bush stand on treaties” USA Today July 26, 2001
40. "Jeffords leaves GOP, throwing Senate control to Democrats", Inside
Politics, CNN.com, May 24, 2001
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A new breed of activists hAS taken over
The republican party. Branded the neoconservatives, or “neocons,”
they are advocates of a privatized government, ”faith-based” social services,
unlimited corporate freedoms, no environmental or labor protections, and pre-emptive war.

Wow.
Next thing you
know they’ll be
changing the
constitution!

now
keep your
noses
clean!

A Leading mentor figure in the Neocon Lexicon is Leo Strauss, a German
political philosopher. Strauss influenced a generation of neocons now active in the Bush
Administration.41 He believed that “There is no morality... there is only one natural right:
The right of the Superior to rule over the inferior.” 42 three of his tenets:

1. SOCIETY SHOULD BE RULED
BY AN ELITE THROUGH
“PERPETUAL DECEPTION”.
2. RELIGIOUS LAW
IS ESSENTIAL
TO CONTROL THE MASSES.

STRAUSS

3. AGGRESSIVE NATIONALISM
UNITES A PEOPLE: IF NO
OUTSIDE THREAT EXISTS, ONE
SHOULD BE MANUFACTURED. 43

Wow,
that does sound
like the way this
administration works...
that’s creepy...
When
you hear it that way, it
seems like these Neocons
are anti-Democracy.

I guess they want to
force people to be
democratic. you know, “Peace
through War”. Who said
that?
George
Orwell.44

the real leo strauss may have intended a different message altogether. His daughter
defends him as an aesthetic and moral man.45 ARE THE NEO-CONS RE-INTERPRETING THE
PHILOSOPHIES OF CONSERVATIVE THINKERS IN ORDER TO JUSTIFY THEIR TOTALITARIAN AGENDA?46
41. “The long reach of Leo Strauss”, International Herald Tribune, May 15,
2003
42. “Leo Strauss' Philosophy of Deception”, alternet May 19, 2003
43. Ibid
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44. Orwell, George, 1984. Harcourt, Inc. 1945
45. “The Real Leo Strauss” New York Times Editorial June 7 2003
46. Discussed in depth in BANANA REPUBLICANS by Sheldon Rampton
& John Stauber.

THE NEO-CON AGENDA FOR FOREIGN POLICY
The neocon think tank, Project for a New American Century (PNAC) advocated
the invasion of Iraq throughout the 1990’s. They wrote a letter to President
bill clinton in 1998, Signed by future Bush cabinet members and advisors.47
..."We urge you to...
nciate a new
strategy that would enu
secure the interests of the U.S. and our
allies around the wor .friends and
That strategy should ld..
aim, above all,
at the removal of Saddam
Hussein's
regime from power... We
U.S. has the authority undbelieve the
existing UN resolutions er
to take the
necessary steps, includ
military
steps, to protect our viting
al interests
in the Gulf."

donald rumsfeld

richard perle
dick cheney

xxoo

paul wolfowitz

...and
once we get into
Iraq, I can get my boys at
Halliburton some hefty
contracts for the
cleanup. Heh Heh.

PNAC predicted that the shift to their agenda
would come slowly-- unless there were
“some catastrophic and catalyzing event,
like a new Pearl Harbor.”48

the INVASION of Iraq was on the table WITHIN A WEEK of Bush’s INAUGURATION, Jan 2001.49
Spring 2001

But Rice and
Bush’s neocon
advisers were
focused on china
and missile defense.
their mid-east policy
was focused on
regime change and
nation states.
they dismissed
Clinton’s
“obsession” with
Osama Bin Laden.51

“I believe
that the Bush
Administration will
spend more time on
terrorism in general,
and on Al Qaeda
specifically, than
any other
subject!”50

During the
transition of power
to the Bush
Administration,
Clinton’s National
Security Advisor
Sandy Berger
met with the new
national security
advisor,
Condoleezza Rice.

SUMMER 2001 Richard ClarkE, The director of Counter-Terrorism
who had served under reagan, Bush I, Clinton and now Bush II-had been begging for a meeting with the new president since
january to address mounting threats.
“bin laden’s
terrorist
network might try
to hijack American
planes.”52

Aug 23/24
2001
CIA memo

AUG 6 2001

SUMMER
2001
DA
AL QUAE R
CHATTE
AND
E
EVIDENC
G
N
MOUNTI

PRESIDENTIAL
DAILY BRIEF
“Osama bin
Laden
determined to54
Strike in U.S.” s
iou
"...patterns of suspicntr
y
activity in this couh
wit
t
consisten
preparations
for hijackings or s."
other types of attack

53

47. Read the letter at:
http://www.newamericancentury.org/iraqclintonletter.htm
48. ABC News Nightline, Mar. 5, 2003
49. “Corroborating O’Neill’s Account” ABCNEWS.com, Jan. 13, 2004
50. “They Had A Plan” Time, Aug. 12, 2002
51. "Could 9/11 Have Been Prevented?", Time, Aug. 04, 2002

Z
Z Z
Z Z
Z Z
Z

“Islamic
Extremist
Learns to
Fly.”
55

bush spent August 2001
on vacation in texas.

52. “Bush Was Warned of Hijackings Before 9/11”, ABC News, May 16, 2002
53. ”Clarke's Take On Terror”, CBS News’ 60 Minutes, Mar. 21, 2004
54. “Surveillance warrants up 85 percent in 3 years”, Associated Press,
April 16, 2004
55. transcript of Presidential briefing: “Bin Laden determined to strike in US”
posted on CNN.com, Saturday, April 10, 2004
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9-11-2001

THE BUSH TEAM RESPONDS!!
Bush fled the florida
school he had been
visiting and spent the
next nine hours
criss-crossing the
country in Airforce One.

having declared America
a “no-fly” zone, Bush
immediately focused on
his top priority: Using
taxpayers’ money to
provide Bin Laden
relatives and other
prominent Saudis
airline passage out of
the country.57 without
proper and thorough
interrogation, 300
saudis were granted
passage out of the u.s.
15 of the 19 of the 9/11
terrorists were Saudi.

“No
one could
have foreseen
this attack”58

1993: the Pentagon
ordered a report on
terrorist plots to
bomb national landmarks using aircraft.59
1994: there were
Airplane attacks on a
building in Memphis,
the Eiffel Tower and
the White House.60

Vice president Dick
Cheney fled to an
“undisclosed
location” and without
fully consulting the
president, authorized
the shooting down of
suspicious aircraft.56
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56. “Account Recalls Cheney as a Swift and Steady Hand” New York
Times, June 18, 2004
57. “The Great Escape” New York Times, June 1, 2004
58. Press Briefing by National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice,
May 16, 2002

1995: a plot by osama
bin laden to hijack
eleven airliners and
use them as bombs on
U.S. targets was foiled
under the clinton
administration.61
59. CNN, September 18, 2002
60. Ibid
61. Ibid

The man who presided over
the worst attack on the United States in history
has worn this national tragedy like a badge of honor ever since-“I will not yield;
I will not rest;
I will not relent in waging
this struggle for freedom
and security for the
American people”62

It’s
always about Bush
and what he’s going to do.
What about what we can we do
for our country, for ourselves?
what became of “...Ask not what
your country can do for
you...”?

The lesson of
September 11th is
“that the Clinton
policy failed!”65

HELLUVA
LEADER

newt

HEL LO I’M

Republicans blamed
Clinton for 9/11 even
though it had been NINE
MONTHS since they had
taken office. They blamed
Clinton for the ‘93 Trade
Center bombing as well,
though he had only been
in office for 38 days
and had inherited Bush
Sr.’s Policy. Under clinton, the perpetrators of
the 1993 attack were
arrested and tried in a
U.S.A. court and remain
behind bars.66

“We
cannot let
terrorists achieve
the objective of
frightening our nation
to the point where we
don’t conduct our
business or people
don’t shop.”63
“...shop...”?
But shouldn’t we Inform
ourselves? conserve energy,
What about sacrifice in a
time of war?

“I think the
American people are
sacrificing now. I think
they’re waiting in airport
lines longer than
they’ve ever had
before.”64

WAR ON
TERROR

The NEOCONS had the GOOD WILL of the WORLD on their side. What would they do next..?

62. Presidential Address to a Joint Session of Congress and the American
People, Sept. 20, 2001
63. Bush prime-time news conference, Oct. 11, 2001
64. Ibid.

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Court islamic moderates with exchange of culture and aid
Examine our dependence on foreign oil.
Pursue an Israeli-Palestinian peace plan.
None of the above.
answer: (8)

(1) Build a coalition of world leaders to prosecute the perpetrators.
(2) Analyze the roots of terrorism
(3) Strengthen democracy in the USA
(4) Challenge our allies in Saudi Arabia to denounce terrorism

65. "Conservatives Sound Refrain: It's Clinton's Fault", Washington Post,
Oct. 7, 2001
66. BBC News Feb. 26, 2003
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war on terror
oct. 2001: Declaring a “crusade” against terrorisM,67
George w. bush started the war in Afghanistan to oust the ruling government
known as the Taliban, sponsors of Osama Bin Laden, alleged mastermind behind 9/11.

the U.s. had already devised a strategy to topple the Taliban
for failing to cooperate with a plan to build an oil pipeline across afghanistan
in cooperation with the California oil company Unocal.68

DEC. 2001:

the taliban fell.
At least 3,767 Afghan civilians were
killed in the short war.69

don’t touch,
George!

cool

Risk!

The u.s. appointed Hamid Karsai as leader
of afghanistan... KARzAI had previously
been a paid consultant for the unocal
pipeline project... On may 20, 2002, the
afghan pipeline was given the green-light.70

after the victory over the Taliban, the administration (illegally)
diverted funds, personnel, intelligence, and public focus away from the

capture of osama bin laden and the reconstruction of afghanistan.
The war on terror became about Saddam Hussein and regime change in iraq.
BUSH established The “Office of Special Plans”-- Under Vice president Dick Cheney’s
personal supervision, o.s.p. was a miniature C.I.A. “Cherry Picking” for evidence
to sell the INvasion of iraq to the American public and the world.71

Chalabi

Cheney

Iraq
could have
"tens upon tens
upon tens of
thousands of
teaspoons." of
anthrax.72

powell

The administration provided a salary of $340,000 per month to Iraqi Exile Ahmed Chalabi
for providing intelligence that supported their claims of an imminent threat from iraq.
speculations and falsehoods were presented as FACTS in dramatic testimony to the U.N.73
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67.”Europe Cringes at President Bush's 'Crusade' Against Terrorists”,
Christian Science Monitor, Sept. 19, 2001
68. American Morning, CNN, Jan. 8, 2002
69. “We Can't Just Forget About Dead Afghan Civilians“ Houston Chronicle,
Dec. 21, 2001

70. PLAN OF ATTACK by Bob Woodward
71. "Cheney’s Long Path to War", Newsweek, Nov. 09, 2003
72. Powell Lays Out Case Against Iraq to U.N. Security Council, Feb 5, 2003
73. America’s ‘Best Friend’ a Spy?”, Associated Press, May 21, 2004

march 2003: defying the will of the world community,
George bush embarked on A pre-emptive war based on cooked intelligence.
without explicitly stating the neo-con agenda of his advisors,
bush used GOD, patriotism and terror
to frighten americans into supporting the invasion.
“If
someone is waiting
for a so called smoking
gun, it’s certain that we
will have waited too
long”74

“We don’t want the
smoking gun to be a
mushroom cloud”75

“We cannot wait
for the final proof, the
smoking gun. It could
come in the form of a
mushroom cloud.”76

!!
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d bin
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Hussein an
! WMDs! Mobile La
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m
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!
yellowcake

BE AFRAID! BE VERY AFRAID

!!

NETWORK NEWS
“I'm NOT going to decide policy
6 to 10 million protesters
around the world-- ignored!!77 based upon a focus group."78

warning! HIGH ALERT!!
duck (tape) & cover!!

this administration makes me feel like a helpless
child: they won't listen to debate, or criticism. they are loud,
sarcastic, righteous and secretive. they make it hard to act like a
citizen… The country has become so divided, we don’t even seem
to agree on basic values... it’s a shouting match.79

the argument for war was framed as if any alternative
to the bush plan was an act of treason.

“you
are either
with us”

74. Rumsfeld Speaks to Armed Services Committee, Sept. 18, 2002
75. CNN, Late Edition, Sunday, Sept. 8, 2002
76. Remarks by the President, Cincinnati Union Terminal, Oct. 7, 2002
77. "Millions join global anti-war protests",BBC News, Feb. 17, 2003
78. Press Conference following Swearing in of New SEC Chairman Bill
Donaldson, Feb. 18, 2003

“...or
against us”80

79. Read the article by Renana Brooks, PhD on how Bush, like an abusive
spouse, uses dependency-creating language: "Bush Dominates a Nation of
Victims", The Nation, June 22, 2003
80. Joint news conference with French President Jacques Chirac, Nov. 6,
2001
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Under the guise of having a clear moral agenda,

GOOD V
Wow,
they’ve
divided the
whole world
into a
cartoonish,
unrealistic,
entirely
subjective
list!

They
really think
they can bring
“An End to Evil”81
through War?
What century
are they
from?
“The truth is that for
reasons that have a lot
to do with the U.s.
Government bureaucracy,
we settled on the one
issue that everyone could
agree on which was
weapons of mass
destruction as the core
reason”82
--Paul Wolfowitz,
deputy secretary of
defense, speaking about
selling the iraq war to
the american public

getting
mighty crowded
over there!

wow, mel
gibson
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BUSH administration manipulates reality
to fit its ideology in all areas of national policy,
employing the techniques of commercial advertising.

PILLARS OF MORALITY: Jesus and his publicist Mel, the NRA, straight married couples, Sports stars, Astronauts, Saudis, corporate polluters, The Religious
Right, right-to-life activists, oil workers, CEOs, Rush Limbaugh
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81. AN END TO EVIL: “How to Win the War on Terror” by David Frum & Richard Perle, Random House, 2003, is essential for understanding Right-Wing thinking.
82. Quoted in an interview with Sam Tannenhaus for Vanity Fair, May 9, 2003
83. “Traces of Terror: The Strategy; Bush Aides Set Strategy to Sell Policy on Iraq“, New York Times, Sept. 7, 2002

Bush has reduced the world into black and white.

S. EVIL
everything
has a partisan
edge now...

How
are they
getting
away with
this?

in order to promote their agenda most effectively,
the administration has to control every aspect
of the national debate...
EVIL DOERS: Osama Bin Laden, Saddam Hussein, Bill and Hilary, members of the “Axis of Evil”, The United Nations, The French, Native Americans,
Hollywood Filmmakers, Single mothers, Gay Married Couples, Liberal Professors, Scientists, Librarians, Teachers, Environmentalists, First Responders,
War Protesters, Gun Control Advocates, John Kerry, Ted Kennedy, Michael Moore, Howard Stern, Al Franken...
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control of image
In G. W. Bush’s White House, all policy is subservient to Image,
thanks to the man who made the president-- Political advisor, Karl Rove.
Rove’s strategy is to secure the
christian-right and corporate base and play on
the patriotism of a nation under siege

“The great majority of
mankind is satisfied with appearances,
as though they were realities.”84 -(Machiavelli, a Favorite dude of mine!)85
heh heh...

86
87

89

I call him
“boy Genius”. He
knows how to put
on a show!!

88

91

90

ORDS s&
BUZZ-W
empty phrase

Axis of Evil
Bring ‘em Onp
permission sli se
Stay the cour
War Footing RALS
END LIBE
TAX-AND-SP
appeasement
elitist
freedom
Bad Apples
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Wait a minute... I’m so captivated by these dramatic media
events, I CAN’T get a grip on the issues-- how can I follow what’s
really going on here and have an informed discussion?

84. Machiavelli, Niccolo. The Prince. 1514
85. Quoted in Phillips, Kevin, AMERICAN DYNASTY: “Aristocracy, Fortune,
and the Politics of Deceit in the House of Bush”. Viking, 2004, pg. 147.
86. Over 600 U.S. soldiers have died in Iraq since Bush stood under the
“Mission Accomplished” banner created by White House staff.
87. The day after visiting King’s grave, Bush used executive powers to
bypass Congress in order to appoint pro-segregationist and anti-civil rights
judge Charles Pickering to the federal Court of Appeals.
88. When criticism arose of the administration’s treatment of our troops,
Bush flew to Iraq to pose with soldiers as he posed with a plastic turkey.

89. Mere weeks after it occurred, the UK press exposed the rescue as a
staged PR event (“The Truth about Jessica” The Guardian, May 15, 2003).
Americans continued to be deceived until Lynch herself came forward with
the truth seven months later in November 2003.
90. For months, the US government knew that Iraqi detainees at Abu Ghraib
prison were being humiliated, tortured and killed in violation of Geneva
Convention rules, but did nothing about it, until the photos were leaked.
91. Billions of dollars were spent to find and humiliate Saddam Hussein on
world television, while Osama Bin Laden remained at large.

control 0f information
The Bush administration is the most secretive in history, censoring $ Manipulating
information on issues from environmental regulation to national security.

CENSOR

9-11 ED

E.P.A.
TESTS
The Federal Government
whitewashed EPA air
quality reports in New
York City after 9/11.92
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CENSORED:
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pages of
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report on
Abu Ghraib
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"Am I the evil
genius in the corner
that nobody ever sees
come out of his hole?
It's a nice way to
operate, actually."
Heh Heh104

Cheney hunts with Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia who has since ruled in
favor of the vice president in the Case regarding his secret energy task force.105
(The same kind of conflict of interest forced an Arkansas judge who was a friend of
President Clinton to withdraw from a 1995 case at Kenneth Starr’s insistence.)106
* Cheney killed 70 pen-raised pheasants released from nets at an exclusive
private club, Dec. 09, 2003-Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
92. “EPA Report Sparks Outrage“ NY Newsday, Aug. 23, 2003
93. “Invisible Bodies: Pentagon Imposes New Rules Restricting Coverage of
Military Funerals”, abcnews.com, Nov. 14, 2003
94. "McCain rebukes Sinclair 'Nightline' decision", CNN.com, April 30, 2004
95. "Disaster movie on global warming: political hot potato", Knight Ridder
Newspapers, Jun. 02, 2004
96."Howard Stern Criticizes Bush", ABCNEWS.com, Mar. 17, 2004
97. "W. House Guts Global Warming Study" CBSNews.com, Jun. 19, 2003
98.“Daschle calls for revote on Medicare drug bill” Miami Herald, Mar. 13, 2004
99. "Red Cross report describes systematic U.S. abuse in Iraq",
USA Today, May 10, 2004

100. “Senate Copy of Report On Abuse May be Short”, Associated Press,
May 24, 2004
101. “Bush Won't Reveal Saudi 9/11 Info” Associated Press, July 29, 2003
102. CNN, Feb. 22, 2002
103. Cheney to Sen. Patrick Leahy on the Senate floor. "Sources: Cheney
curses senator over Halliburton criticism", CNN.com, June 25, 2004
104. "Cheney says it's too soon to tell on Iraqi arms" USA Today, Jan. 19,
2004
105. “Cheney, Scalia socialized while Supreme Court considered case”,
USA Today, Jan. 17, 2004
106. “Federal judges' politics recalled” Arkansas Times April 18, 1997
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Control of THE law
after 9-11, Under the guise of combatting terrorism, a 300 page document
was drafted and passed in only six weeks! the administration called it--

THE

U. S.A.

PATRIOT

ACT

“Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act"

(6 weeks??!-- Had the Neo-cons already conceived of these measures before 9-11?)

the right to privacy:

government can now monitor
citizens through medical and banking records, internet travel,
library and video rental--

g
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the right to an attorney:

government can mount
secretive unwarranted house-searches, hold citizens without
representation and without informing family members--

the bush
n
administratio
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s
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ope
reach and sc
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into
government
of
every aspect
e.
american lif

is this
your ex
girlfriend’s
place?
Yeah, and
now she’s
gonna pay!

control)
(except gun
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coming soo

Patriot
act ii

THE right to free speech: Government can now monitor and
intimidate anti-war protesters, political activists, artists108, and anyone
else opposed to the bush christian-capitalist agenda109
save
the
whales

Sir,
put down
the sign.

the nifty part is we’ve
been able to use the act to
catch real criminals-- From drug
traffickers to anti-Christian groups
like Planned Parenthood 110 and
anti-American groups
I got to remember
like Greenpeace! 111
to get that darned
Roe V. Wade overturned,
and re-criminalize
abortion, too.

“let the ea
gle
soa
r”
by
J.A
.

republicans say the darndest things: education Secretary Rod Paige said the National Education
Association, one of the nation's largest labor unions, was like "a terrorist organization”.112

hey America! Look Out! You could be next!!
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107. Ashcroft was appointed by Bush shortly after losing his seat as the
incumbent Senator from Missouri to Mel Carnahan. Carnahan was deceased
at the time of his victory, making Ashcroft the first US Senator to lose an election to a dead man.
108. On the day that his wife passed away, art professor Steven Kurtz had
his house taken over by the US Joint Terrorism Task Force. Kurtz was
charged under the Patriot Act-modified US Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism
Act. When Feds couldn't make the charges stick, they convicted him of mail
fraud. "Professor Is Indicted Over Procuring Biological Materials for Art", NY
Times, Jul. 1, 2004

109. “U.S. officials drop activist subpoenas. Judge lifts Drake gag order in
probe of anti-war protest” Des Moines Register, Feb. 11, 2004
110. “U.S. Demands More Abortion Records” Washington Post, Feb. 27, 2004
111. Greenpeace USA was under threat of being declared a criminal organization at the behest of the US Attorney General, under an obscure law that
has been invoked only twice in its 130 years on the statute books - the last
time was more than 100 years ago. “Ashcroft Fishes Out 1872 Law in a Bid
to Scuttle Protester Rights” Los Angeles Times, May 14, 2004. A Federal
Judge in Miami has since dismissed the government's case.
112. CNN, Feb. 23, 2004

Control of SCIENCE

IDEOLOGY IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN OBJECTIVE TRUTH.

SCIENCE WE LIKE: space travel, weaponry, bioengineering, factory farming,

oil and gas technologies, pharmaceuticals, anything to do with missiles, and Viagra.

POLICY
SCIENCE WE HATE:

jan 2004: 60 top U.S. scientists chargeD the
Bush administration manipulates and censors
science for political purposes.113

Research that has to do
with stem cells,
Aids, birth control,
generic drugs,
"...This has been done by placing people who are professionally
alternative energy,
unqualified or who have clear conflicts of interest in
climate change,
official posts and on scientific advisory committees."114
clean air, and
ecology.
"I don't recall it ever being so blatant in the past, it's just time
after time after time. The facts have been distorted..."115
"If an administration of whatever political persuasion ignores scientific
reality, they do so at great risk to the country,"116

survival of the
fittest-that’s my motto in
the corporate world! Cool
concept Charlie D!

oh brother...
“Cherry picking”
again...

George W. Bush on

EVOLUTION:
“THE JURY’S STILL OUT.”117
The leader of the western world
claims not to believe in evolution.
Yet he seems to believe in Social
Darwinism in the marketplace.

global warming
"-- In my view, climate change is the most
severe problem that we are facing today,
more serious even than the threat
of terrorism."118
--SIR DAVID KING, U.K. chief scientific adviser

“-- global warming is the greatest hoax
ever perpetrated on the American people”
--Republican SENATOR JAMES “outraged by the outrage” INHOFE119

Jan 26 ‘04:

In a report commissioned by the white house
and published in Fortune magazine, Pentagon national security
analyst Andrew “yoda” Marshall warned that gradual Global
Warming could trigger an “abrupt climate change event”
within 20 years, causing a sudden global catastrophe of

famine, extinction, war and storm.120
The report has been ignored by the administration.

THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION continues to be HOSTILE
toward any movement to preserve the planet for future generations
113. Open letter from The Union of Concerned Scientists and the Scientific
Integrity in Policy-making report.
114. From the open letter, quoted by The Guardian, Feb. 19, 2004
115.Physicist Val Fitch, a 1980 Nobel Prize winner and former Nixon administration science advisor, Knight Ridder Newspapers, Feb. 18, 2004
116. Physicist W.H.K. Panofsky, who served on scientific advisory councils in
the Eisenhower, Johnson and Carter administrations, Knight Ridder

Newspapers Feb. 18, 2004
117. “For Bush, His Toughest Call Was the Choice to Run at All”,New York
Times, Oct. 29, 2000
118. BBC News March 10, 2004
119. US Senator James Inhofe, chairman, Senate Committee on
Environment and Public Works, BBC News, Dec. 11, 2003
120. “The Pentagon's Weather Nightmare”, Fortune, Jan. 26, 2004
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FAITH and conduct

Blessed are the merciful, for
they will be shown mercy.
Matthew 5:7

So in everything, do to others
what you would have them
do to you.
Matthew 7:12

Blessed are the peacemakers,
for they will be called
sons of God.
Matthew 5:9

Do not judge, or you too
will be judged. For in the
same way you judge others,
you will be judged,
Matthew 7:1

No one can serve
two masters. Either he will
hate the one and
love the other, or
he will be devoted to the
one and despise the other.
You cannot serve both
God and Money.
Matthew 6:24 121

Thou shalt start
preemptive wars-- AND
protect corporate interests-I have a long list of other
stuff I wanna go through
as well...

... I have
some great intolerant
“activist judges” with
hard-line positions that I want
you to appoint to the highest
court in the land for
the next 50 years...122

If God is talking to our leaders, how can we be sure His words Are louder than
those of Halliburton, Bechtel, Enron, General electric, Rupert Murdoch
and Jerry Falwell? Louder than the oil, gas, coal, auto and meat industries?
Are these industries sanctioned by the Christian God Our Father?
Is preemptive war God's idea? By whose reading of sacred texts?
The president takes an oath to uphold the constitution and the rule of law.
But George W. Bush says:
“Faith-based programs only conform to one set of rules,
and it's (sic) bigger than government rules."123
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121. The words of Jesus Christ, from the New Testament, New
International Version.
122. Bush speaks of “activist Judges” when denouncing San Francisco
and Massachusetts Gay Marriage rulings, but has appoints anti-abortion
segregationalist Supreme Court judges without congressional approval on

two occasions in order to tip the balance of justice toward the right wing.
“Bush Again Bypasses Senate to Seat Judge” Washington Post, Feb. 21,
2004
123. Speech by Bush at the Union Bethel AME Church, New Orleans,
Louisiana, Jan. 15, 2004

BUSH’S BASE, THE CHRISTIAN RIGHT, USES GOD’S NAME TO WIELD

A PHILOSOPHY OF INTOLERANCE
“You say you’re
supposed to be nice to
Episcopalians and the
Presbyterians and the
Methodists and this, that and
the other thing. Nonsense. I
don’t have to be nice to the
spirit of the
Antichrist.”124

“Our goal is a
Christian Nation. We
have a biblical duty, we
are called by God to
conquer this country. We
don’t want equal time.
We don’t want
pluralism.”126

“We will not adopt
‘inclusive’ policies to
accept other religious
teachings.”125

PAT ROBERTSON

jerry falwell

RANDALl TERRY

founder, the Christian Broadcasting Network

founder, The Moral Majority

founder, operation rescue

does the bush administration align itself with voices of HATE?
for three years, From 1997-2000, Bill Clinton was persecuted by a RIGHTEOUS Republican party. The
cost in taxpayer’s money of Kenneth Starr’s investigation was $42 million.127 the Cost of the Whitewater
investigation was $70 million:128 Over $100 million public funds were spent on persecuting the Clintons.
(The 9/11 commission was stalled for a year by the administration and will cost $15 Million.)129

"Republicans will restore honor and dignity to the White House."
depends
what your
definition of
“is” is

from
the Willy Horton ads to
Kenneth Starr’s witch hunt, to
the kerry ads, republicans have
become the smear and
fear party.

Strom Thurmond

illegitimate Black daughter

newt gingrich...

adulterer

rush limbaugh

drug addict

dick cheney

gay daughter

Have
they no humility?
Do they fail to see
their own
shortcomings?

whatever happened
to “he who is without
guilt shall cast the
first stone?”130

william bennett

gambler

george bush

... Abortion?

131

-- their
hypocrisy?

Hypocrisy or
zealotry?
some of the most
intolerant,
outspoken moralists
of the republican
flock have fallen short
of their own rhetoric,
yet they
continue to call for
policies that would
ostracize, criminalize
and stigmatize
citizens struggling
with Real-world
problems.

is the separation of church and state eroding in the united states?

is bush exploiting and politicizing religious faith? 132
124. The 700 Club, Jan. 14, 1991
125. WorldNetDaily, April 19, 2003
126. The News-Sentinel, Fort Wayne, Indiana, Aug.16, 1993
127. Associated Press, Mar. 30, 2002
128. Ibid.

129. 9-11 Commission website, http://www.9-11commission.gov
130. Jesus, John 8:7 :: King James Version
131. “Hustling up Bush charges” New York Daily News, Feb. 17, 2004
132."Bishop: Bar communion for abortion-rights voters", CNN.com,
May 14, 2004
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Culture War

BUSH’s arrogance and
perplexing partisan Policies
have created a low-level Civil
War in the country that Bush
promised to Unite, not divide.

The Administration uses overstatement, simplification, and fabrication to disguise an extreme agenda
based on an idealized view of the
world. The Administration portrays
opposing views as extremist, partisan, and lacking in moral
dimension.
Empty language and the avoidance
of debate characterize the Bush
Administration. The greatest tool in
the Bush P.R. arsenal, is THE
CULTURE WAR. Karl Rove says
“feed the base.” By this he means
resort to emotional hot-button
issues to stir right wing constituents: on abortion, gay rights,
prayer in school, affirmative action,
stem cell research, environmental
policy, capital punishment, drug
laws, gun laws, and tax cuts. Bush
has forsaken popular centrist positions in all cases, to appease the
extremists in his party—even alienating moderate Republicans.

“Facts are stubborn things; and whatever may be our wishes,
our inclinations, or the dictates of our passions,
they cannot alter the state of facts and evidence.” —John Adams
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G.O.P. ELITES: “PEOPLE JUST DON’T GET IT!”
George Bush employs a hurt indignation to deflect challenges to his domestic and foreign policies. Watch him as he shakes
his head in exasperated disappointment when challenged. Four years heading an aggressive regime, Bush still relies on the
“regular-guy-Washington-outsider” posture that won him his popularity. Meanwhile the attack dogs of the G.O.P. do Bush’s
dirty work. Watch as paid public servants, pundits and commentators alike employ the “SMIRK and SNICKER,” a
right-wing tactic that portrays opposition views as bafflingly naive, whiny, “feminine”134, and barely worth entertaining.

The political process has become a mudslinging circus
that exposes the excesses of our media-culture.
“liberalism is a
mental disorder”
--savage135
“they’re
a bunch of
gutless,
spineless
cowards!”
--hannity136

(Liberals
are)
"savagely
cruel bigots
who hate
ordinary
Americans!”

“namecalling
has been the
principal
argument
liberals have
deployed against
conservative
arguments”
--coulter138

--coulter137

ANY opposition to any policy of the bush administration is
called “PARTISAN” in a deliberate strategy to stiflE debate
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133.When former ambassador Joseph C. Wilson criticized the administration’s policies in Iraq ,the identity of his wife as an undercover CIA officer was
leaked to the press, possibly in retaliation.”Subpoenas in CIA Leak Probe
Opposed”, Washington Post, Jun. 9, 2004
134. Right-wing media personalities like Rush Limbaugh often complain of

the “feminization of this country”. The Rush Limbaugh Show, May 6, 2004
135. Savage, Michael, The Savage Nation, pp. 88-89
136. quoted in Michael Moore’s book, Dude, Where’s My Country?
137. Ann Coulter's column, Feb. 22, 2001
138. Coulter, Ann, Slander, 2003

when all the name-calling and finger pointing is through,
what does the future look like in a neo-con world?

planet neo-con

is ruled over by A punishing God-- one who is more concerned
with sex and politics than the destruction of the
natural world that is his creation.

Corporations partner with the government to control the economy. Tax cuts and subsidies favor
industry and the investor class over social programs and education. Oil and gas industries are
subsidized, military spending expands. Laws protect corporations from individuals and communities.

government monitors personal freedoms: sexual orientation, abortion, and free speech,
while dismantling environmental laws, labor laws and gun control laws.

THE Working class takes
multiple jobs to make ends meet,
while the administration espouses
the benefits of outsourcing and
the need for “retraining” in a
jobless economic recovery.
funding is diverted from
established social programs
toward christian charities to
create faith-based
social services,
absolving the government of
responsibility, and injecting
dogma into charitable work.
Government institutions-from the army to the Post
Office-- are privatized and
the culture loses its last
touch with civic duty and its
democratic foundation.

PROPERTY
OF U.S.
GOVERNMENT

years ago,
we would have called this
science fiction or fascism.
but this looks like the way
things are headed.
so
much for
“it’ll never
happen here”

yeah...

The riches of empire
rest precariously on
the science of war.
Our might is all we
have when we
de-emphasize
diplomacy and lose
the good will of the
world community.
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start
here!

NEO-CON, USA

National preserves have been opened
to drillers and miners. HIKERS and
Hunters have been displaced.
citizens lose to corporations.142

in Name only: “Clear Skies
Initiative”-- Allows corporate
polluters to “self-regulate”140

environment
Tax incentive for buying-a hybrid car: $3,700, (50 mpG)
an SUV: $27,000. (18 mPG)141

“Healthy Forests” Initiative grants
logging rights on public land139

AIDS IN AFRICA: only 2/3 of money promised by bush
has been delivered. most of the Funding was in fact
diverted from other programs already in place.143

Relief for New York post 9/11: only
a fraction of the money promised
was actually delivered.144

promises

PERMANENT
TAX CUTS for
the rich...

PRIVATIZing SOCIAL SECURITY:
Employees’ future savings would be
exposed to stock market fiascoes
such as the Enron scandal.145

U.S.A. Is the only industrialized
nation without Universal health
Care. The bush medicaid bill benefits
pharmaceutical & insurance companies over seniors.

$
$
$
$
taxes

NEO-CONS have VILLAINIZED Taxes and made the systematic TRANSFER OF WEALTH TO THE RICH
an acceptable policy! The goal is to “starve the beast”: SLASH GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS
that help the poor and the middle class, and to use the savings to cut taxes for the rich and
EASE REGULATIONS for corporations and Wall Street. Will this serve a majority of Americans?
“My
goal is to cut
government in half...
to get it down to the
size where we can drown
it in the bathtub.” 146

deficit

t
Norquis
Grover x activist
anti-ta

The total debt we'll accumulate during four
years under George W. Bush is $2 trillion.
That's $6,900 that every American will owe
for the rest of his or her life.147
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139. “Bush Signs Forest Bill” Associated Press, Dec. 4, 2003
140. http://www.nrdc.org/bushrecord
141. “Bush Proposal May Cut Tax on S.U.V.'s for Business”, New York
Times, Jan. 21, 2003
142. “Bush Opens Way for Counties and States to Claim Wilderness Roads”
Los Angeles Times, Jan. 21, 2003
143. “Bush's Aids 'gift' has been seized by industry giants” The Guardian,
Oct. 13, 2003

What
about the deficit?
I thought the
conservatives believed
in balanced
budgets?

YEAH,
hasn’t this
administration
ballooned
government
spending?

144. “W to skip WTC rites”, New York Daily News, Sept. 4, 2003
145. “Social Security, the Stock Market, and the Elections”, Monthly Review,
Volume 52, Number 5
146. "Grover Norquist: Field Marshall of the Bush Tax Plan," The Nation,
May 14, 2001
147. “How the Deficit Affects You Personally”, History News Network, Oct.
20, 2003

jobs

how many former corporate and special interest
LOBBYISTS are now government officials?148

2 Million Jobs lost under Bush’s watch.149
touted 2004 “recovered jobs” do not offer a living-wage.
corporate profits have risen 62.2%, while employees’ earnings have grown by 2.8%,
mostly in non-wage payments or benefits. the actual growth in take-home pay: -0.6%150

No Child left Behind: funded the
testing of the schools, but not
the educating of the children.151

IMMIGRATION, MARRIAGE INITIATIVE, MAN ON MARS,
Bush can propose anything, but how are these programs to be paid for???

accountability
FCC rulings by michael powell (son of colin) assure
media ownership is in fewer hands,152 affecting bias in the
news. national security concerns since 9/11 and decency
laws since the Janet Jackson superbowl scandal, have given
government an array of tools to control programming
from the oscars, to howard stern, to 60 minutes.153

culture

yippee!
“Reagan proved
deficits don’t
matter.”155

That was the old
republicans-- We are
the NEO-CONS!!

Yo
Hi Five Dick!
Right on!

leadership

Bush supports the
abolishment of
background checks,
and the repeal of the
Assault weapons ban.154

winne
r!

WITH RADICAL CHANGES TO DOMESTIC POLICY IMPOSED AT HOME, AMERICA
IS EXPORTING THIS “NEO-DEMOCRACY” TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES BY FORCE...
148. find out at: http://www.alternet.org/story.html?StoryID=10339
149. “Workers' woes dog President Bush”, BBC News, Nov. 4, 2003
150. Report: Economic Policy Institute, “When Do Workers Get THeir Share?’ May 27,
2004
151. “Bush stumps for 'No Child Left Behind'” CNN.com, Jan. 6, 2004
152. “Michael Powell and the FCC: Giving Away the Marketplace of Ideas” Washington
Post, June 2, 2003
153. Bush administration-friendly CBS, suffered little for the controversial Janet Jackson
Super Bowl performance. But other, less cooperative broadcasters paid the price, such as

Howard Stern’s cancellation in several markets and the addition of a 5-second delay on
“liberal Hollywood’s” Oscar awards. CBS continued it’s love-affair with the Administration
when 60 Minutes agreed to hold off on broadcasting the Abu Ghraib abuse photos at the
Pentagon’s request.
154. “Columbine Father Challenges Cheney on Guns” Associated Press, Apr. 17, 2004
155. Cheney to Secretary Paul O'Neill in Ron Suskind's book, THE PRICE OF
LOYALTY. But Reagan also raised taxes twice. No peacetime president has
ever raised taxes so much on so many Americans. “Surprise! Reagan raised
taxes twice“ Charlotte Observer, Jun. 09, 2004
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WAR

is the bush doctrine of
unilateralism and pre-emptive war
A sound foreign policy? can WE GO-IT-ALONE?

“the course this
administration has taken
will make America more
secure and the world
more free...”

“... and, therefore, the world
more peaceful.”156

“there is, I am
certain, among the
Iraqi people a
respect for the
care and the
precision that went
into the bombing
campaign”158
--Donald Rumsfeld

“using pre-emptive military
force where and when it
chooses has damaged
justice and freedom,
and made the world a
more dangerous place.”157
--amnesty international

"we're a Christian nation... And the
enemy is a guy named Satan."159
--General William "My God can
Beat Up Your God." Boykin

“There were no weapons of Mass Destruction in Iraq”
DAVID KAY, chief weapons inspector (Jan 2004)160

"Saddam was not a threat to his neighbors... That was an oversell"
hans blix, weapons inspector (March 2004)161

“The war in iraq is a distraction from the war on terrorism”
richard Clarke, terrorist tsar (april 2004)162

“In the lead-up to the Iraq War and its later conduct,
I saw at a minimum, true dereliction, negligence and irresponsibility,
at worst, lying, incompetence and corruption”
general ANTHONY ZINNI, envoy to the mid-east (june 2004)163

who profits
from this war?
Halliburton and its subsidiaries were rewarded $8 billion in no-bid contracts to rebuild iraq
before the war was even declared.164 The deal was okayed by vice president Dick cheney,
former halliburton CEO, who receives $150,000 annually from the company, plus stock dividends.165
Dec 2003-Halliburton investigated for fuel overcharges of $61 million through its sub-division, Kellogg Brown & Root.166
Jan 2004-Halliburton to refund $6.3 after admitting employees accepted kickbacks from a Kuwaiti subcontractor.167
Feb 2004-Halliburton to refund 27$M after over-billing U.S. Taxpayers for meals served to the troops.168
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156. “President Makes a Case for Freedom in the Middle East” NY Times,
Apr.14, 2004
157. “America has put us all in Danger”, Daily Record, May 27 2004
158. Briefing of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Apr. 9, 2003
159. Rumsfeld defends general who commented on war and Satan”,
Associated Press, Oct. 17, 2003
160. “A Flawed Argument In the Case for War”, Washington Post, Feb. 1,
2004
161. “Blix speaks of lessons learned in Iraq”, Associated Press, Mar. 17, 2004
162. Clarke to the 9/11 Commission, “Clarke's Critique Reopens Debate on

Iraq War” Washington Post, Mar. 28, 2004
163. "Battle Ready" by Tom Clancy, w/ General Tony Zinni & Tony Koltz, 2004
164. Halliburton Subsidiary Overcame Bid Protest, Fraud Investigation to
Land Military Contracts”, Associated Press, Aug. 5, 2002
165.”Cheney is still paid by Pentagon contractor - Bush deputy gets up to
$1m from firm with Iraq oil deal” The Guardian, Mar. 12, 2003
166. “Criminal probe into Halliburton”, BBC News, Feb. 24, 2004
167. “Halliburton admits $6m kickbacks”, BBC News, Jan. 23, 2004
168. “Halliburton in Pentagon payback”, BBC News, Feb. 4, 2004

has bush adequately protected the military
on which his policies depend?

The Army War College announces
the state of the army in Jan ‘04:

--Cut $1.5 billion in military housing & medical funding.169
--denied the child tax credit to one million veteran families.
--opposed giving National Guard and Reserves access to the
Pentagon's health-insurance system.170
--rolled back imminent-danger pay and family-separation
allowances for troops in combat zones.
Families have had bake sales at home to pay for and ship
body armor to their children in iraq. soldiers often buy their
own food, water, boots, ammunition. Much of the army has been
privatized.
Average pay for a U.S. Soldier: $15,000 to $20,000 per year
Average pay for a private “contractor” doing the same job:
$150,000 To $200,000 tax dollars per year. 171

“We
should and
must provide the
best care for anybody who is willing to
put their life in
harm's way.”172

bush has never attended
any memorials or funerals
for soldiers killed in action
during his presidency.173
the administration has
forbidden the media from
reporting on casualties
returning from iraq.174

"(T)he global war on
terrorism... is strategically
unfocused, promises more than
it can deliver, and threatens to
dissipate U.S. military
resources in an endless and
hopeless search for
absolute security,"175

“let
my people be
free!”
--may 2004180

As of June 2004,

-- 10,000 Iraqi civilians have been killed, rarely
reported, as if the lives are immaterial. An estimated a
third of these deaths were children.176
-- More than 800 U.S. troops177 have been killed;
24 suicides5; 7000 wounded178 including amputations,
blindness, and “battle fatigue”.
-- coalition forces (Italians, Spain, U.K. etc.) 110 dead.179

169. “Support for Troops Questioned - Democrats Detail Bush's Cuts in
Military Family Benefits” Washington Post, Jun. 17, 2003
170. “One of every five Guard members has no health insurance.”, Gannett
News Service, Oct. 23, 2003
171. "Soldiers on Hire", Monthly Review, June 2004
172. “Bush Visits Soldiers Mending from Afghanistan Wounds”, Associated
Press, Jan. 17, 2003. The previous day, Bush’s Department of Veterans’
Affairs announced it was cutting off access to its health care system for
164,000 veterans who had been expected to enroll in the current fiscal year.
“VA Cuts Some Veterans Access to Health Care”, Washington Post, Jan.
17, 2003.
173. “Bush Visits Army Post With Heavy Casualties in Iraq”,Washington
Post, Nov. 25, 2003
174. “Invisible Bodies: Pentagon Imposes New Rules Restricting Coverage
of Military Funerals”, abcnews.com, Nov. 14, 2003

Ahmad Chalabi, the neo-cons’ favorite
iraqi Ex-Pat informant before the war,
returned to his homeland only to be
accused of embezzlement, torture,
theft and passing secrets to iran.
did bush go to war based on
the claims of a con man?181
Who Used Whom?

175. Jeffrey Record in a report published by the Army War College's
Strategic Studies Institute,Washington Post, Jan. 12, 2004
176. http://www.iraqbodycount.net
177. http://www.cnn.com/SPECIALS/2003/iraq/forces/casualties
178. “Congressional delegation stops to visit patients at Landstuhl” Stars &
Stripes, Nov.5, 2003
179 .http://www.cnn.com/SPECIALS/2003/iraq/forces/casualties
180. "Chalabi's House Raided by U.S. Troops" Washington Post, May 20,
2004
181.”Our Con Man in Iraq” Newsweek, May 31, 2004
As with Ken Lay, Bush claims he only met Chalabi, who sat behind the FIrst
Lady during the 2004 State of the Union address. However, numerous
statements made by Bush before Chalabi’s fall from grace tell a different
story. “Why Does Bush Need a Lawyer?”, washingtonpost.com, Jun. 3,
2004
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EMPIRE

there is NO substantive debate about the causes of
terrorism. It has become “un-american” to ask questions
of our leaders about our national identity...

the u.s.a. comprises five percent of the world’s population and use 25% of the
world’s energy resources. worldwide, The u.s. is perceived as being greedy. the
u.s. has military presence in 135 countries,182 fueling resentment in many regions.
subsidies for oil and Gas industries, tariffs on imports-- the “free market
economy” is a complex web of u.s. government policies that protect the profits
of american corporations while heavily impacting weaker economies throughout
the world...

A cotton grower with
19 acres in West Africa

Gee, I can’t sell
cotton as cheap as u.s.
factory farmers, they’re
subsidized so they can sell
under market value. What
hope have I?

Extremist Islamic clerics preaching jihad against America are
finding an increasingly warm reception in West Africa.

anti-americanism is on the rise throughout the world.
this is the direct result of Bush’s foreign policy...183
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182. Department of Defense publication, "Active Duty Military
Personnel Strengths by Regional Area and by Country"

183. based on the findings in the Pews Research Center Report: “A
Year After Iraq War: Mistrust of America in Europe Ever Higher,
Muslim Anger Persists” released: March 16, 2004

“I believe that people whose skins aren't necessarily-- are a different color than white can self-govern.”
--words of encouragement from president George W. Bush184

under george bush’s “leadership”
America has become aggressor, occupier,
excluder, preacher, imperialist,
Unilateralist, Sole-Super-Power,
torturer and Hypocrite.
How does that change our
myths about ourselves?

a
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en
G

Doesn’t America support
the underdog? the hope for
decency and fairness,
peace and prosperity for all?
did our values
collapse
after 9-11?
is security
more
valuable
than
honor?

n
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We know
what’s best for
the country and
the world.

the
truth will be
subverted to image,
the world will be a
class system, with
whole countries
subverted to the needs
of our consumerist
society,

We will rule
the globe through
intimidation
and market
manipulation,

And if we really
screw things up and
there is a nuclear conflict,
or the environment
collapses, well that’s
what’s supposed to
happen anyway...

184. President Bush in a White House Press Address Welcoming Canadian Prime Minister Martin to White House, April 30, 2004
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...Judgement day will be upon us!
And we’re going to score big with the man!
Conveniently, the fundamentalists believe in the rapture and welcome the end
of the world, not unlike the terrorists, who believe they will receive many
rewards for their earthly deeds when they reach the afterlife.
The Neocons have a vision for this country,
and they will stop at nothing to realize it. In a strange blend of
Free-market ideology and Christian fundamentalism,
they have concocted an agenda based on
righteousness, pessimism, greed, and wishful thinking-look closely at the neocon agenda.
Look closely at their deeds and their tone.
Is this your America? is this your children’s America?

“I answer to a
higher father!”185
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185. Quoted in PLAN OF ATTACK by Bob Woodward, Simon & Schuster, 2004

The
United states is a
country that values fairness,
hard work, the rule of law
and the rights of the individual.
a radical wing of the Republican party
has twisted these values
and hijacked our nation.
they are changing
our national identity by
stressing our differences
and not our strengths,
by following dogma over debate.
In these critical times, There
are real consequences
TO the 2004 election.
As an american, you should
develop an opinion,

participate
in the national dialogue,
and decide...

What are you
voting for..?
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Wow! This is
important, the
election means a lot
this year. We’re voting
to actually define
America, who we are,
which direction to
go from here.
186

now
they look
like they mean
business...

Gee, how did
things in America get
so whacked out? It’s
time we take our
country back.

it’s a mad
dash for the
door...

We
need to make
sure that this
democracy remains
a democracy!

hey,
What’s
this?

The new electronic voting machines were manufactured by Diebold Inc., whose chief
executive, Walden O'Dell, is a Bush campaign contributor. O’dell pledged he was
"committed to helping Ohio deliver its electoral votes to the president".187
With no printed record of each vote, the electronic voting machines are vulnerable
to hackers, technical glitches188, and fraud189-- with no “paper trail” -- no “re-count”...
... It’s “faith-based” voting!!
WOW - remember the
2000 election-- ? How that
was decided? By one vote in
the supreme court?

yeah. can we even
trust that our vote
counts..?

... makes you realize,
you can’t take it for
granted...

... this great and fleeting experiment in
human history we call...
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186. If there is an election this November: U.S. counterterrorism officials
have been investigating the legal steps needed in order to postpone the
2004 presidential election in the event of a terrorist attack. "Officials discuss how to delay Election Day", CNN.com, July 12, 2004
187. “Diebold Appears to Have Conflict”, Associated Press, Aug. 29, 2003

... DEMOCRACY.

188. A leaked internal Diebold memo stated that the voting machine in
Volusia County, FL immediately gave Al Gore a minus 16022 votes when it
was uploaded for the 2000 election. “Avoiding Another Florida Fiasco”
ABCNews.com, Mar. 5, 2004
189. “California official seeks criminal probe of e-voting” The Associated
Press, April 30, 2004

america the beautiful

Further Reading:

...There are alternatives to the administration’s
bleak and paranoid view of our nation and its place
in the world. at this unique time in history we need
forward-thinking leaders with an understanding of the
realities of scale, science, faith, diversity and community.
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with its vast resources and
imagination, america has a
unique opportunity to lead
the nation and the world in a
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get involved.
educate yourself.
defend democracy...
register to vote at
www.rockthevote.com
or call 1-888-VOTE SMART
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“To announce that there must be no
criticism of the President, or that we
are to stand by the President, right
or wrong, is not only unpatriotic and
servile, but is morally treasonable
to the American public.”
-Teddy Roosevelt
“America will never be destroyed
from the outside. If we falter and
lose our freedoms, it will be because
we destroyed ourselves.”
-Abraham Lincoln
“I believe there are more instances
of the abridgement of the freedom
of the people by gradual and silent
encroachments of those in
power than by violent
and sudden usurpations.”
-James Madison
“The history of liberty is the history
of resistance. The history of liberty
is a history of the limitation of
governmental power, not the
increase of it.”
-Woodrow Wilson

“The best way to enhance freedom in other lands is to demonstrate here that our
democratic system is worthy of emulation”
-JAMES E. CARTER
“There is nothing wrong in America that can't be fixed with what is right in America.”
-William Clinton

“Christianity neither is, nor ever was a part of the common law.”
-Thomas Jefferson
“War should never be entered upon until every agency of peace has failed.”
-William McKinley
“He who permits himself to tell a lie once, finds it much easier to do it
a second and third time, till at length it becomes habitual.”
-Thomas Jefferson
“Once a government is committed to the principle of silencing the voice of opposition,
it has only one way to go, and that is down the path of increasingly repressive
measures, until it becomes a source of terror to all its citizens and creates a
country where everyone lives in fear.”
-Harry S. Truman
“Peace is more than just the absence of war. True peace is justice, true peace is
freedom. And true peace dictates the recognition of human rights.”
-Ronald Reagan
“I'm basically a media creation. I've never done anything. I've worked for my dad. I
worked in the oil business. But that's not the kind of profile you have to have to
get elected to public office.”
-George W. Bush
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Quotes compiled in “Notable, Quotable Presidents” by Kevin Nelson, AlterNet.com, Feb. 15,2004

“The government of the United States is not, in any sense,
founded on the Christian religion.”
-George Washington

